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Abstract
This work reports a direct numerical simulation study on submerged-solid and fluid flows, using a novel variant of the immersed
boundary method under the aegis of Gerris solver. The method handles three-dimensional 6 degree-of-freedom motion of immersed
solids of any number and of any shape under the influence of flow. We use it here to study the hydrodynamic interactions (between
solid-wall and between soids) in a constant shear flow at low Reynolds number. The study calculates the influence from the solid-
wall distance, solid-solid distance and ellipsoid geometrical characteristics. Distinct patterns emerge and the discussion focusses
on improving our current understanding on solid migration due hydrodynamic interaction.
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1. Introduction
Solid-fluid flow problems exist in a wide range of fields, an in-depth understanding of those problems can bring
considerable improvements to the current state-of-art in industries across various sectors. These include, but are not
limited to: subsea pipeline design (hydrate transport), petroleum engineering(sediment transport in sub-sea pipelines)
and chemical engineering(solid/fluid mixtures in conveying and fluidization processes).
In this numerical study, we developed a new immersed-solid solver on top of an open source flow solver, Gerris1.
The full solid solver alongside the flow solver is thus named the Gerris Immersed Solid Solver (GISS). The GISS
accounts for 6 degree-of-freedom (6DOF) capability and has been validated previously2. The immersed boundary
method feature allows the compatibility between a flow Cartesian grid and a complex solid geometry3 of any shape.
Also, there is no restriction on the number of immersed solids present in the flow.
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2. Method
In the fluid solver provided by Gerris, the mesh of the computational domain is spatially discretised with square (in
2D)/cubic (in 3D) mesh elements which are hierarchically organised as a quadtree (in 2D)/ octree (in 3D) system. This
technology is widely adopted in computer graphics applications, and also in CFD studies (usually with domains of a
structured geometry)7 6. Fig.1 shows an example of this spatial discretisation strategy. In the following discussion,
each individual finite volume in the figure is refereed as a cell, whose length is denoted as Δx. Each cell may be
further divided in to 4 (in 2D)/ 8 (in 3D) children cells and then itself would be treated as a parent cell. The root cell
is the base of the tree with no parent cell and its length L is defined at the beginning of the simulation. L is treated
as a reference to further calculate the length scale of cells of each level. A leaf cell is a cell with no children. In this
definition, only Cartesian mesh exists and the size of cell can be described by its refinement level N, which is defined
to zero for the root cell and increased by one when the cell is divided.
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Fig. 1. The quad tree mesh structure
This kind of structured mesh is usually not suitable to describe the solid boundary with complicated geometry,
where the unstructured mesh is the conventional choice. In order to maintain the accuracy and eﬃciency of the tree
based structured mesh, a direct forcing immersed boundary method is adopted here. Besides the fluid cells and solid
cells, one more type, mixed cells are defined where the mesh is cut by a solid boundary. In general, this solid boundary
description can only capture the features of geometries whose scales are bigger than the mesh size. As a consequence,
when the characteristic length-scale of the geometry is smaller than the mesh size, like a sharp angle, the solver’s
accuracy is compromised. The IB method employed here uses the volume fraction a, which is defined as the ratio of
the volume occupied by the fluid to the total volume of the cell, and the surface fraction sn, which is defined as the
area version of a on the cell surface in the n direction, to describe the orientation of the cut surface, as shown in Fig.2.
The solid in our method is described by a volume fraction, α (Fig.2), the volume fraction α and the surface fraction
sn (n is the surface direction) together describe the occupation of the solid in the grid and the orientation: α = 1
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(a) Coarse mesh (b) Refined mesh
Fig. 2. Calculating surface area with fluid fractions
means the grid is pure fluid, α = 0 means the grid is pure solid and value between 0 and 1 represents the solid-fluid
interface. The standard governing equations of flow represented by Eq.1 and Eq.2 with no-slip boundary condition
(Eq.3) on the immersed solid surface, are used. Like most numerical solvers, one essential step here is the solving
of a Poisson equation to obtain a pressure field p with the intermediate velocity field u∗ (Eq.4). Rewriting Eq.4 to
its spacial discrete equivalent Eq.5 with consideration of the fluid fraction will conclude the influence of the solid
boundary to the pressure field. Eq.6 shows the calculation of solid-fluid interface (with area and normal direction) in
a fluid Cartesian grid.
In Fig.2(a), the area vector of the interface cutting the cell is (−1,−1)·h, A is the area of the numerical interface, and
its accuracy can be greatly improved by refining the mesh resolution, as shown in Fig.2(b). The similar operation is
also applicable for 3D configuration. In this work, the solid particles are described by the GNU Triangulated Surface
(GTS) Library which is an Open Source Free Software Library and able to eﬃciently provide boolean operations
(intersection, union, diﬀerence) between curves (in 2D) or volumes (in 3D) for the surface and volume fractions based
on an approach presented by Aftosims et al8.
Using the aforementioned IB method, the solid bodies in our solver are allowed to perform 6 degree of free-
doms(6DOF) motions. This calculation is powered by the Open Dynamic Engine(ODE) which is a free rigid body
dynamics library.9. The governing equations for the solid particles are the Newton’s second law both translation(Eq.7)
and rotation(Eq.8), built on a global coordinate system which will remain stationary during the simulation.
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3. Result and discussion
Two typical cases are presented in this study:
• Solid-wall interaction (Fig.3(a)): An ellipsoid is placed in a channel under Couette flow conditions with upper
wall moving at a constant velocity and a stationary lower wall. The solid centre is initially placed at a distance
h0 from the lower wall. We study the neutral buoyant solid migration due to wall interaction. The result is
compared against Hsu and Ganatos study10.
• The solid-solid interaction (Fig.3(b)): Two ellipsoids located in the centre of the domain are subjected to a
Couette flow with the upper wall and the lower wall moving at a constant velocity but in opposite directions.
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Initial horizontal distance between the centres of two ellipsoids is d0. The ellipsoid would leave their original
locations due to the solid-solid interaction.
In this paper, the immersed solids are all prolate ellipsoids of revolution. The density of the solid is as same as the
fluid density. The length of the major axis of the solid is 2b and the semi major is 2a, therefore the geometrical
aspect ratio of the solid is defined as λab = b/a. A constant shear rate γ is imposed via moving walls. No-slip
boundary conditions are applied on the solid surface and the walls, all other boundaries (streamwise and spanwise)
are periodic. The domain length L = 8b is chosen to be suﬃcient enough to neglect the influence from other wall
boundaries. Considering the kinematic viscosity of the fluid to be ν, the Reynolds number of the study is defined as
Re = 4γb2/ν, where the characteristic length (Lc) is 2b and the characteristic velocity (Uc) is 2γb. In the following
discussions, the results will be non-dimensionalised by these characteristic parameters. In this study, the first several
layers of the grids surrounding the immersed solids would be refined with grid size Δx = 2b/32 and for the other
region Δx = L/32 = 16b/32. The automatic grid adaptation is processed based on the distance to the immersed solid
surface every time step such that the total number of elements are about 200,000 in each simulation. The time step is
selected based on both convective and viscous criteria.
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Fig. 3. Computational configurations
3.1. Hydrodynamic interactions between solid and wall
In this case, the ellipsoid is placed horizontally and at a certain distance from the wall (Fig.3(a)). Re is set to 0.1 so
that we can compare our simulation results with Hsu’s4 study where the flow was in Stokes regime. They approached
the analytical solution in the form of a truncated Fourier series in their studies. Fig.4(a) validates the horizontal
slippery velocity of the solid (defined as U∗s = (Ux −Uc)/Uc) and Fig.4(a) validates the to-wall-normal velocity of the
solid (defined as U∗y = Uy/Uc). The geometrical aspect ratio λab for the solids in Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(b) are fixed to 2
and the influence of the initial to-wall distance(defined as h∗0 = h0/Lc) is clearly presented here. When the immersed
solid is not too close to the wall (h∗0 ≥ 0.65), the simulation agrees with Hsu’s results. For closer initial placements
(h∗0 < 0.65), discrepancies between the simulation and theory start to appear: Hsu and Ganatos’4 theoretical result is
based on the assumption that the solid is in creeping motion and any displacement will not aﬀect the hydrodynamical
circumstance, which means that even if the solids do migrate away from the wall, the inertial consequence of this
migration would be neglected. When the solid is far away from the wall, the assumption can be abided approximately.
But when the solid is too close to the wall, the force due to hydrodynamic interaction is significantly greater enough
to eventually break the Stokes assumption of negligible inertia - this is evidenced by a non-axisymmetric motion of
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the ellipsoid. Therefore, the diﬀerence between our simulation and the analytical results for the close wall situation is
the exact reflection of the reality. Overall speaking, these results show a good agreement to the theoretical prediction.
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Fig. 4. The migration of a neutrally buoyant solid particle in shear flow near the wall with same geometry and diﬀerent initial to-wall distance
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Fig. 5. The migration of a neutrally buoyant solid particle in shear flow near the wall with diﬀerent geometry and same initial to-wall distance
In Fig.5, we present the influence of the shape of the solids. The aspect ratio of the ellipsoids λab varies from 1
(standard sphere) to 4 (very slim ellipsoid), and the initial dimensionless to-wall distance h∗0 is fixed to 0.55. Fig.??
shows that among all geometries, the standard sphere(ε = 1) provides the lowest hydrodynamic interaction, and
a higher ε(thinner ellipsoid) can provide stronger horizontal migration. This is due to two factors: The horizontal
placed prolate ellipsoid(the major axis is on the stream direction) experiences less resistance, and a thinner ellipsoid
will spend more time in the stream-wise plane and less time for “standing up” and increasing the resistance in the
rotation. It is also interesting to find in Fig.?? that except tiny oscillations, the vertical migration of the sphere is
negligible. With growth of λab, the vertical migration becomes prominent. From λab = 1 to λab = 2, the vertical
migration continues to increase. In the region 2 ≤ λab ≤ 2.5, the migration pattern remains nearly unchanged, and at
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λab(= 4), the vertical migration decreases. For spheres, the flow would not change significantly and periodically as
it does for a tumbling (or rotating) ellipsoid. Considering the Reynolds number is very small that the flow inertia is
negligible, it is possible for the sphere to remain at its initial to-wall distance (with tiny oscillation though). On the
other hand, when λab is large, the thinner ellipsoid will more and more like to align with flow stream lines, which will
also lead to a negligible vertical migration. In conclusion, the maximum migration should happen with λ between 1
and a large value.
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Fig. 6. Vertical velocities of ellipsoid particles with diﬀerent initial phase position
This group of simulations in Fig.6 were all located at (y∗0 = 1.25) and had the same initial configuration except for
their initial angular position θ0. The prolate ellipsoid particles similar to those in the previous validation (a = c = 12 b)
were released at θ0 = 0, π/6, π/3, π/2, 2π/3, 5π/6. Rotations of one π were presented in the Fig.6. Based on the
theoretical prediction of Hsu and Ganatos, all ellipsoid particles were expected to return to their initial vertical position
after half circle under the pseudo zero Reynolds number assumption. To approximately simulate this behaviour, the
Rep in these 6 validations were set to 0.1. As the Re here was still slightly larger than 0, a tiny disagreement to the
order of numerical accuracy is expected, which is also presented in the figure. Despite this slight diﬀerence, our
simulation showed a general agreement with the Hsu and Ganatos’ theory.
3.2. Hydrodynamic interactions between solids
In this case, two ellipsoids are located in the middle of the shear flow(Fig.3(b)) whose p was set to 1. A single
ellipsoid (under the absence of any hydrodynamic interaction) would follow the Jeﬀrey’s orbit5 with the solid centre
of mass remaining at its initial location. Here, we study the eﬀect of the presence of other solids where the resulting
hydrodynamic interaction will induce a change in solid motion. We note that the resulting motion of two solids is 3D
point-symmetric at the centre of the twin-particle system, as shown in Fig.7(a). So we only plot the motion of one
solid (the right one in this study).
In Fig.7(b), we plot the horizontal migration velocity of the solid against the phase position. For the case whose
initial distance is large d∗0 = d0/Lc = 2, the horizontal migration velocity just increases monotonically. This means that
the resulting hydrodynamic interaction causes the solids to continuously flow away from each other (hydrodynamic
repulsion). In other cases, several stages with diﬀerent patterns are observed. When the solid orientation is between
0◦ − 60◦, all the cases except d∗0 = 2 will encounter a small peak of hydrodynamic repulsion. In the following stage,
the horizontal migration velocity of these solids will decrease. Among them, the case d∗0 = 1.1 is very special where
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the migration velocity continuously decreases and finally turns to be negative, which means the solids are no longer
”repelling” but flow towards each other (hydrodynamic clustering). For cases d∗0 = 1.4, 1.6, after a short stage of the
deceleration of hydrodynamic repulsion, the solids accelerate again and continue to the end of simulation. For case
d∗0 = 1.2, the solid appears to receive more influence from clustering than case d∗0 = 1.4, 1.6 but eventually there is an
overall tendency to separate.
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Fig. 7. The migration of two neutrally buoyant ellipsoid in the middle of a shear flow
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Fig. 8. The migrating velocity of the twin-particles system in the middle of a shear flow
In Fig.8(b), we plot the vertical migration velocity of the solid against the rotation angle. The figure is in the per-
spective of the influence of the shear flow: Only case d∗0 = 1.1 migrates upwards eventually and all other cases migrate
downwards. Considering the flow direction, the figure explains the diﬀerent features of repulsion and clustering. The
solids are actually driven by the hydrodynamic interaction vertically in the beginning and then travel along with the
local flow.
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Compared to the well balanced sole particle case, the pressure field of each single particle in the twin particles
system discussed in this paper is not perfectly balanced. The net eﬀect of the pressure field tends to separate the
particles. On the other hand, the vorticity field between the particles tends to drag the particles together. This counter-
acting forces aﬀect collision/separation for the twin-particle system. Besides the discussion for the collision/separation
threshold conditions, the process of the separation was also studied. For those simulations where particles separated,
we found no matter where the particles were released, their migrating velocity profiles on both vertical and horizontal
directions were nearly the same: they just had a vigorous oscillation to modify their initial motions and then joined
the common curves. This phenomenon was quite straight forward for the case of standard sphere particles, but for the
ellipsoid particles, the diﬀerence of the phase positions also influenced the particles motion obviously, therefore we
can observe the diﬀerent oscillation of each D∗i .
4. Conclusions
A new solid-fluid solver with 6DOF capacity based on IB method is described. The GISS is thoroughly validated
agains Hsu and Ganatos study where both translational and rotational motion of the solid are calculated. Our simula-
tion presented a very good agreement with the theoretical predictions under the limit of low Re. The 3D simulation
also suggested the relation between the migration and the ellipsoid geometry characters: the standard sphere particle
had the poorest migrating performance, the horizontal migration would be simply enhanced with the thinner ellip-
soid, and to achieve the best vertical migration performance, the particle shape should neither be a standard sphere(
λab = 1), nor a very thin ellipsoid( λab = 4). For the twin-particle system with neutral buoyant ellipsoid particles of
λab = 2 and Re = 1 in this study, we notice that when two particles are initially located equal to or beyond 10% longer
than their characteristic length, the hydrodynamic repulsion between the particles enhances the separation, therefore
a larger initial distance may eventually lead to a larger resulting distance. On the other hand, when the initial distance
is smaller that the critical distance, hydrodynamic attraction is seen that leads to clustering of solids.
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